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Abstract: In this study, a modified Sisko fluid with Buongiorno model effects over a curved sur-
face was considered. The MHD was applied normally to the flow direction, and the effects of
chemical reacted and active energy at the curved surface is also discussed. We chose this pertinent
non-Newtonian fluid model since it best represents blood composition, and thus helps us venture
into complex blood flow problems. Since the flow is discharged over a curved shape, we therefore
commissioned curvilinear coordinates to best portray our envisaged problem. We were also required
to define various sundry parameters to make our mathematical equations easily solvable. Math-
ematical modelling was completed by considering traditional assumptions, including boundary
layer approximation. Numerical simulation was conducted using MATLAB solver bvp4c. Several
numerical tests were conducted to select the best blend of the linked parameters. We noticed thermal
flux upsurged when the chemical reaction parameter was increased with the magnetic indicator
parameter caused the flow to slow down, while an increasing amount of activation energy enhanced
the concentration of the fluid. The numerical results and impacts of assorted parameters on different
profiles are elaborated with the help of graphs and a table.
Keywords: Sisko fluid; chemical reaction and activation energy; curved surface
1. Introduction
Isaac Newton is famous due to his novel contribution in the development of many
scientific concepts of physics and mathematics. He first observed that normal liquid flows
under a constant viscosity. Due to this concept, normal fluids such water, air etc. are called
Newtonian liquids. However, the idea of non-Newtonian fluids sprung from the concept of
Newtonian fluids when we took varying viscosity under consideration. In our daily usage,
we encounter plenty of fluids which are used in different biological, chemical, and engi-
neering processes which do not follow the Newtonian law of viscosity. This enabled us to
explore further different characteristic behaviors of non-Newtonian fluids. A combination
of power law fluid and Newtonian fluids is referred to as Sisko fluid. It is the extension of
power law fluid which was proposed by Sisko in 1958 [1]. Sisko fluid models can be used
in understanding the shear thinning and shear thickening characteristics of fluids using
different power law indices. Sisko fluid model can be viewed in various fluids such as
polymers melt, rubber melt, slurries, blood flows, different greases, etc. and due to their im-
portant applications in various chemical and industrial processes, the model has achieved
considerable importance in the eyes of many researchers. Khan et al. [2] studied the Sisko
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fluid flow and heat transfer in an annular pipe. Nadeem and Akbar [3] analyzed Sisko
fluid flow in a uniform tube. Extending further the same ideas, Nadeem et al. [4] carried
numerical and analytical investigation of Sisko fluid flow in an endoscope. Malik et al. [5]
studied MHD flow of Sisko fluid over a stretching cylinder. Moreover, Khan et al. [6]
involved radiation affects while studying the magnetically conducted Sisko nanofluid
flows over bi-directional stretching surface. Ahmad et al. [7] deliberated unsteady case of
magnetically conducted Sisko nanofluid flows. Similarly, Ahmad and Khan [8] explored
the role of moving surface in conducting magnetically charged Sisko nanofluid flows. Both
of the authors extended their work in [9] by involving activation energy along with binary
chemical reactions by considering the same flow problem. Moreover, Ahmed et al. [10]
investigated the same fluid behaviors by employing peristaltic force to steer the fluid
through a curved channel. Recently, Khan et al. [11] examined the role of magnetic field
in the flow of Sisko nanoliquid through stretching/shrinking surface. While Ali et al. [12]
investigated the impact of Lorentz’s force and chemical processes on the flow of Sisko fluid.
According to the authors, the curvature phenomena play a significant role on the heat-mass
transportation of the fluid.
The role of cardiovascular system (blood circulation) plays a very important role in
our body as it transports oxygen and important nutrients to our body cells. The transfusion
of blood took place inside tiny arteries, which contract and inflate under varying situations.
Increase in the radius of an artery can enhanced the temperature of the blood due to the
slowing down of velocity of flow and since blood acquires more thermal energy due to
this short-term stagnation. Due to pandemic surge of COVID-19, it has become evident
that tiny clots and dead cells in capillaries of lungs cause people to die. Endothelial cells
are responsible to control our blood pressure. The COVID-19 virus attacks these cells,
cause the ruptured vessels to leak, and clot the blood, as determined by Peter Carmeliet, a
vascular biologist at a Belgian research institute. The COVID-19 virus causes inflammation
throughout the human body and is causing many patients to die due to acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) (for details visit sciencemag.org). Toghraie et al. [13] recently
simulated the blood flow in arteries using Sisko fluid model. The authors pointed out that
medical doctors require help from others including CFD specialists to understand further
the complex blood circulation system and possible clinical therapeutic measures to cure
from different diseases.
Another important concept in fluid dynamics is fluid flows over stretching and shrink-
ing geometries. It has achieved remarkable importance in the present-day literature owing
to their role in many industrial and manufacturing units, like fluid processing units oper-
ated on roller belts, paper industry, extrusion processes etc. Crane [14] in 1970 pioneered
the idea of flow of fluids over stretching surface. Gupta and Gupta [15] later discussed the
fluid flows over stretching sheet. Banks [16] on the other hand considered a stretching wall
to derive a similarity solution which depended upon a parameter used in boundary layer
equations. However, Macleod and Rajagopal [17] derived and discussed the possibility
of unique solution for stretching flow. Owing to their importance in problems related
to flow dynamics, the phenomena of stretching/shrinking curved surfaces has been dis-
cussed by many researchers in the recent past. Nayak et al. [18] took thermal radiation
affects in their study of three-dimension flow of nano-liquid flown over linearly stretching
sheet. To study the role of micro-creatures (Gyrotactic) in nano-liquid flow over stretching
surface, Shahid et al. [19] used the successive Taylor series technique to linearize their
problem. Bibi et al. [20] involved magnetic current in their study of heat and mass transfer
of Williamson fluid flow over stretching surface. Mekheimer and Ramadan [21] developed
a new insight view of Prandtl nanofluid flow over a stretching/shrinking sheet involving
micro-creatures gyrotactic. Recent studies on the phenomena of fluid flows over stretching
surfaces can been seen in references [22–24].
In the current work we employ chemically reacted and actively charged Sisko fluid
flow and energy transfer over a bent channel. Considering the flow problem discussed in [9],
we assumed Sisko fluid flow under similar conditions with different magnetic force known
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as Lorentz force. Moreover, the analysis carried out in discussing the numerical values of
physical quantities of the flow problem makes this study even more unique. The applied
force will act against the flow, enabling us to control the flow’s current whenever required.
As pointed out in [13], human blood flowing in arteries can be modelled by Sisko fluid
and the shape of the arteries is cylindrical in nature, which contract and swell according
to blood temperature and body requirements. Thus stretching/shrinking phenomena
coupled with curvature of the flowing channel are important concepts in understanding
such flow behaviors. The physical structure of our channel is a coiled shape. To model it,
we therefore used curvilinear coordinates along with embedded parameters.
2. Mathematical Formulation
We assumed a two-dimensional curved surface coiled in a circular form of radius R
as upon which Sisko fluid is discharged. Hydrodynamic force is applied to govern the
flow dynamics. Moreover, activation energy and chemical reactions are added in the con-
centration equation, along with heated energy equation with heat source Q1. Considering
the traditional assumptions with which the flow and heat transfers are modeled under
Boussinesq approximation, and following the ideas used in [8,9,25], the modeled equations









































































































































Along with the boundary conditions (see Ref. [26])
v = 0, u = cs = Uw, T = Tw, C = Cw at r = 0,
∂u
∂r
→ 0, u→ 0, T = T∞, C = C∞ as r → ∞. (6)
We suppose the following transformation variables (see Ref. [27])













n+1 , ϕ(η) = C−C∞Cw−C∞ , p = ρa
2s2P(η), (7)








(C− C∞) is the Arrhenius
function, k is the Boltzman constant, n is the fitted rate constant component (lies in [–1,1]),
Ea is the activation energy, and Q1 is the heat source.
After solving Equations (3)–(7) we get:
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ϕ = 0, (10)
Along with boundary conditions
f ′(0) = λ, f (0) = 0, θ(0) = 1, ϕ(0) = 1, f ′′ (η)→ 0, f ′(η)→ 0, ϕ(η)→ 0 θ(η)→ 0, as η → ∞. (11)
where A = (Reb)
2
n+1
Rea , Rea =
sUwρ f
a , Reb =
Uw2−nsnρ f



















where, E = EakT∞ is the non-dimensional activation energy, δ =
Tw−T∞
T∞ is the temperature
difference parameter, σ = Kr
2
a is the dimensionless reaction rate, and λ=c/a is stretching
parameter. Moreover, A, M, K NT , NB, Le, Pr are the material parameter of the Sisko fluid,
modified Hartman number, curvature parameter, thermophoresis parameter, Brownian
motion parameter, Lewis number, and Prandtl number, respectively.
3. Computational Techniques
To determine the numerical solution for Equations (8)–(11), we will adopt the following
procedure, assuming that:
f (η) = s(1), (12)
f ′(η) = s(2), (13)
f ′′ (η) = s(3), (14)
f ′′′ (η) = s(4), (15)


























































θ(η) = s(5), (18)
θ′(η) = s(6), (19)
θ′′ (η) = yyb, (20)







2 + s(6)s(8)NB + Q1(1− s(5))
)
, (21)
ϕ(η) = s(7), (22)
ϕ′′ (η) = s(8), (23)
ϕ′′(η) = yyc, (24)
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yyc = − s(8)
(η + K)














sa(1); sa(2)− λ; sa(5)− 1; sa(7)− 1; yb(2); yb(3); yb(5); yb(7); (26)
Equations (12)–(26) are solved numerically through MATLAB function bvp4c, setting
the tolerance level at 10−6. The scheme discussed above is required by MATLAB built in
solver bvp4c to solve boundary value problems [28]. We defined three MATLAB functions:
one for the system of equations, the second for the boundary conditions, and a third for the
initial guess to find the numerical solutions of our flow problem.
4. Discussion on Numerical Solutions
Numerical simulations of Equations (12)–(26) yield following results which are ex-
pressed in the forms of graphs and table. The results are deliberated below.
4.1. Velocity Profile
Figure 1 manifests the fact that when the channel is more bent, the flow finds it
difficult to move faster. The reason for this is higher curvature increases the boundary
layer thickness which reduces the velocity and acceleration of the flow. Figure 2 is the
evidence of the fact that the magnetic force known as Lorentz force slows the flow since it
moves against the flow. The same is witnessed as the magnetic field indicator number M is
increased. Moreover, we witnessed the key role of power law index n on velocity profile.
Increasing n means making the fluid more shear thicker, and shear thicker fluid are more
viscous compared to shear thinning liquids. The same phenomena are evident in Figure 3
when we enlarged the values of n the velocity profile decline. In Figure 4 which explains
the role of material parameter A on velocity and acceleration profiles. A is the ratio of
consistency index to higher shear amount viscosity. The material parameter of Sisko nano
fluid boosts the inertial forces of the fluid which reduces the impact of viscous forces, and
hence the liquid moves faster.
Figure 1. Velocity & acceleration profiles with variation in K.
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Figure 2. Velocity & acceleration profiles with variation in M.
Figure 3. Velocity & acceleration profiles with variation in n.
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Figure 4. Velocity & acceleration profiles with variation in A.
4.2. Temperature Profile
The temperature of the fluid is measured by averaging the kinetic energy. When
the channel is more curved higher K the fluid finds less surface to interact with, which
consequently reduces the kinetic energy of the fluid and finally the mercury level will also
go down. This fact has been witnessed by plotting Figure 5. Figure 6 displays the fact
that the temperature rises for large values of Thermophoresis NT and Brownian motion
parameter NB. While Figure 7 portrays different picture as we see the temperature profile
is the decreasing function of Prandtl number, this supports the concept that lower values of
Prandtl number is suggested for better fluid flow and heat exchange among fluid particles.
Figure 8 portrays the fact that when we increased the chemical reaction parameter Q1 the
temperature of the fluid is increased. This happened because chemical process speeds up
the interaction between the fluid molecules which speeds up the kinetic energy which
result in the increase of temperature profile.
Figure 5. Temperature profile with variation in K.
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Figure 6. Temperature profile with variation in, NB and NT .
Figure 7. Temperature profile with variation in Pr.
Figure 8. Temperature profile with variation in Q1.
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4.3. Concentration Profile
Figure 9 displays concentration profile as the increasing function of parameter K.
This means that more bendiness of the curved channel helps in growing the said profile.
Moreover, the same profile shows an upsurge when we increased the parameter NT
and NB (this is seen in Figure 9). Thermophoresis is the phenomena due which fluid a
particle departs from hotter to colder region, increasing thereby more thermal activity.
Figure 10 also portrays the similar picture for the same profile when the Lewis number is
increased. Figure 11 depicts that increase in activation energy enhances chemical reaction
concentration at the boundary layer, which results in an upsurge of the concentration profile.
In Figure 12 the same profile is seen as increasing function of Pr number initially, but the
reverse behavior is displayed by the profile after halfway down. In Figure 13, the behavior
of the same profile is seen with reference to fitted rate constant n. Increasing n results in
decrease in the chemical reaction which eventually reduces the profile. In Figure 14 the
same profile shows upsurge when we increase the Lewis number Le. Figure 15 manifests
the fact that if we increase δ the temperature difference parameter (difference between wall
and ambient temperature) the same profile declines. Similarly, in Figure 16 we witnessed
the decreasing trend of under discussion profile when we enlarged the reaction rate
parameter σ.
Figure 9. Concentration profile with variation in K.
Figure 10. Concentration profile with variation in NT , NB.
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Figure 11. Concentration profile with variation in E.
Figure 12. Concentration profile with variation in Pr.
Figure 13. Concentration profile with variation in n.
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Figure 14. Concentration profile with variation in Le.
Figure 15. Concentration profile with variation in σ.
Figure 16. Concentration profile with variation in δ.
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4.4. Numerical Analysis
We will now present the impacts of the various parameters A, Le, E, δ, σ, NT, NB, λ, M, K, β, ε
used in our modelled equations on important physical measures (namely skin friction coefficient,
Nusselt number and Sherwood number). These are written as 12 Reb
1
n+1 C f r, Reb
− 1n+1 Nu , and
Reb
− 1n+1 Shs. Table 1 lists down different values of Skin friction coefficient, Nusselt number and
Sherwood number. We can see the C f r attains higher values when the curvature parameter K is
increased, which means the higher curvature increases the friction force. The magnetic indicator
number M when increased it reduces the friction. The reason for this is the Lorentz force acts
opposite to flow, thus reducing the force acting against the flow. Similarly, the increasing values of
parameter ε also help to reduce the friction force. The Nusselt number lessens its values for large
amounts of activation energy E, thermophoresis parameter NT, Brownian motion parameter NB,
the parameter Le, and temperature difference parameter δ. However, the same quantity rises high
for increasing values of K, A, ε and reaction rate parameter σ. The Sherwood number increases
for large amounts of parameters, NT, NB, Le, λ, however the same quantity reduces its values
when we enlarged the rest of the parameters. Moreover, Table 2 displays a comparison of current
numerical results with published results of Abbas et al. [29] and Rosca and Pop [30], and we see
that our calculated values of 12 Reb
1
n+1 C f r are well-disposed with solutions obtained in [29,30].
Table 1. Numerical investigation of different parameters on quantities Skin friction coefficient, Nusselt number, and
Sherwood number (i.e., Re1/2s C f , Re
−1/2
s Nus and Re
− 12
s Shs) for n = 2.







5 1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 3.2256 0.43528 0.013178
6 7.9095 0.45292 −0.059699
7 806.95 0.38762 0.034093
5 2 −0.94416 0.47177 −0.054802
3 −1.7168 0.47545 −0.061352






0.2 0.3 0.46235 −0.21707
0.4 0.45301 −0.3607
0.5 0.44376 −0.48595
0.3 0.2 0.43389 −0.054924
0.3 0.42413 0.088575
0.4 0.41448 0.16019
0.2 0.0 0.41718 0.12773
0.2 0.41169 0.19798
0.3 0.40887 0.24019
0.2 0.0 0.47421 0.11939
0.2 0.33981 0.28873
0.3 0.25472 0.39672
0.2 0.0 −0.94987 0.33557 0.29283
0.3 −0.94106 0.34196 0.28666
0.4 −0.93779 0.34413 0.28459
0.3 0.0 −0.97532 0.31472 0.3135





0.2 0.2 0.33291 0.25609
0.3 0.33303 0.25128
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Table 2. Comparison of 12 Reb
1
n+1 C f r with published results.
K Abbas et al. [29] Rosca and Pop [30] Current
5 1.15763 1.15076 1.15342
10 1.07349 1.07172 1.07211
30 1.02353 1.02315 1.02321
40 1.01759 1.01729 1.01732
50 1.01405 1.01380 1.01397
5. Conclusions
In the forgone research investigation, we observed the flow of Sisko fluid and heat
transfer over a curved channel in the presence binary chemical reactions along with the
application of Lorentz force. We summarized our findings as follows:
• Increasing the parameter K, M, and n reduces the flow speed, whereas the opposite
is seen.
• Increase in parameter K and number Pr result in the upsurge of temperature, whereas
opposite results are seen while increasing the parameters NT , NB , and Q1.
• The concentration profile shows rising trend for parameters K, Le, Pr, NT , NB , and E
whereas opposite behavior is seen when increase in the parameters n, σ , and δ.
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